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This invention relates to improvements in con 
veyer apparatus and particularly toa portable 
conveyer apparatus for loading cars in a mine, 
quarry, or in other situations where a perma 
nently located loading apparatus would be incon 
venient, expensive or otherwise undesirable. The 
principal object of the invention is to provide 
an improved portable conveyer which will facili 
tate the loading of a train of cars by making it 
practicable and convenient to load the entire 
train of cars without separating or separately 
switching the cars of the train. 
Another object of the invention is to provide a 

portable conveyer adapted to be so arranged with 
relation to a railway track or other trackway 
that a train of cars may be moved beneath and 
longitudinally of the conveyer during the loading 
operation regardless of the curvature or the vari 
ation in grade of the trackway on which the cars 
are located. . . 

A further and more speci?c object is to pro 
vide a conveyer apparatus of the above character 
the operation of which may be interrupted mo 
mentarily while the space between adjacent cars 
of the train is passing beneath the discharge end 

. of the conveyer, without requiring similar inter 

40 

ruption in the operation of the mechanism for 
feeding the material onto the receiving end of 
the conveyer, thereby making it practicable to 
operate continuously the shoveling and loading 
mechanism which delivers the material to the 
receiving end of the conveyer. 
Another object is to provide a portable con 

veyer of the above character which may be con 
veniently moved from one location to another 
and quickly conditioned for operation. In this 
connection the invention includes a conveyer 
structure made up of a plurality of articulated 
units adapted to be movably supported .on a rail 
way track, preferably, though not necessarily, 
by means of track wheels carried by the several 
units of the conveyer and adapted to be supported 
in a ?xed location above the trackway by means 
of extensible supporting members positioned at 
opposite sides of the‘trackway. 
Another object of the invention is to provide 

a portable conveyer apparatus of the above gen 
eral character which by reason of its improved 
construction e?’ects a substantial reduction in 
the cost of loading a train of railway cars in loca 
tions of restricted area, for example, in coal mines 
and the like, by providing a loading conveyer 
which requires fewer men ‘for its operation, per 
mits greater concentration of the workings, facili 
tates better supervision of the loading, minimizes 

(Cl. 198—-139) 

congestion in the haulage ways, requires less 
trackway and a lesser number of attendant loco 
motives than are required in connection with the 
loading apparatus heretofore used for loading 
cars in mines and other similar situations. 60 
A further object of the invention is to provide ‘ 

the speci?c improvements, arrangements and 
combinations of parts and devices hereinafter 
described and claimed for carrying out the above 
stated objects and such other objects as will 
appear from the following description of the 
embodiment of the invention shown in the ac 
companying drawings. 
The invention is illustrated in the accompany- _ 

ing drawings where: > - 0 

Fig. 1 is a plan view of our improved conveyer 
apparatus and illustrating generally its position 
relative to a loading machine and the train of 
cars to be loaded in a coal mine or other situa 
tions- involving similar conditions. _ 75 

Fig. 2 is a side view of the apparatus shown in 
Fig. 1 for loading mine cars. - 

Figs; 3 and 4 are plan and side views respec 
tively of the unit of our improved conveyer appa 
ratus at the receiving end of the apparatus. 80 

Fig. 5 is a sectional view on line 5-5 of Fig. 4. 
‘ Figs. 6 and 7 are plan and side views respec 
tively of the next adjacent unit of the conveyer 
apparatus, illustrating the means for operating 
the ?exible conveyer belt forming a part of the 85 
invention. 

Fig. 8 is a side view of the conveyer unit at the 
discharge end of the apparatus supported on ex 
tensible supporting members and showing a train 
of mine cars positioned beneath the conveyer ap 
paratus for loading. ' 

Fig. 9 is a side view of the conveyer units shown 
in Fig. 8, but illustrating the extensible support 
ing members in a contracted position and show 
ing the said units movably supported on the 9“ 
railway track,-whereby the conveyer apparatus 
may be moved from one location to another. 

Fig. 10 is an end view of the apparatus shown 
in Fig. 8. 

Fig. 11 is a plan view of the discharge end unit 
shown in Fig. 8. _ - 

Fig. 12 is a plan view of a portion of the con 
veyer trough and ?exible belt of the‘conveyer 
apparatus at a location where adjacent units of 
the apparatus are articulated. 

Fig. 13 is a sectional view through the conveyer 
trough and the upper and lower runs of the con 
veyer belt, this section being taken on line 13—13 
of Fig. 12. 

Fig. 14 is a sectional view through the bottom .110 
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of the conveyer trough taken on line l4—-14 of 
Fig. 12, and looking in the direction indicated 
by the arrow; and ' 

Fig. 15 is a diagrammatic illustration of the 
means for‘ operating the devices for supporting 
adjacent units of the apparatus during the load 
ing operation and for supporting said units on 
a railway track while they are being moved from 
one location to another. 
The embodiment of the present invention, as 

shown herein, is particularly suitable for use as 
a mechanical loader for loading coal into a train 
of cars in a mine and will be described'herein in 
connection with such use. It will be obvious, how 
ever, that the apparatus may be used‘to equal 
advantage in other similar situations and there 
fore is not limited to coal mining operations. 

Referring to the drawings, A designates a prin 
cipal entry of a coal mine, B a lateral drift in 
which the coal is mined and loaded into suitable 
mine cars. The mine cars are designated by the 
reference character C and run on suitable track 
ways D. The loose coal to be loaded into the 
mine cars is indicated at E in Figs. 1 and 2 of the 
drawings. 
A mechanical loader F, heretofore used for 

loading the loose coal into mine cars, is employed 
in connection with the present conveyer appa 
ratus to elevate the coal from the floor of the. 
mine and deliver it onto the receiving end of the 
apparatus of the present invention. The coal 
supplied to the receiving end of the conveyer 
apparatus is carried away‘ from the apparatus F 
and loaded into mine cars C at a substantial dis 
tance therefrom. 
The conveyer apparatus which constitutes the 

subject matter of the present invention, is not 
concerned with \the speci?c constructions of the 
apparatus F. Ahy suitable means may be em 
ployed for delivering the loose coal from the ?oor 
of the mine onto the receiving end of the con 
veyer apparatus. However, certain structural 
features of the present embodiment of the inven 
tion have been made to harmonize with the nor 
mal operation of a loading‘apparatus F of a type 
having a boom conveyer G which normally pro 
jects over a substantial portion of the conveyer 
unit at the receiving end of the conveyer appa 
ratus. To this ‘end the height of the conveyer 
unit at the receiving end of the conveyer appa 
ratus is such as to permit the boom conveyer G 
of the apparatus-‘Etc operate in the space be 
tween the roof of the mine and. the receiving end 
of the conveyer apparatus. 
Before describing in detail the several units of 

the conveyer apparatus, the‘ apparatus will be de 
scribed brie?y as a whole. It may be described 
generally as consisting of a plurality of articu 
lated units 10, 11, 12 and ‘13 which provide a 
frame-work for supporting and guiding a ?exible 
conveyer belt 14 which extends the full length of 
the apparatus. “"In'the present embodiment the 
framing of each'of said‘units supports a trough 
section which is ?exibly connected with adjacent 
trough sections to; provide a conveyer trough 
which extends the full length of the apparatus, 
the said trough'beingdesignated'as a whole by the 
reference character 14a. The conveyer belt 14, is 
preferably of , a» link belt ‘construction which is 
‘?exibleboth vert'i'cally'and laterally so as to con 
form “to'the‘, 'generalj contour of the sectional 
trough 14a. The-units‘lo'and'll are ‘supported 
oni'track‘ywh‘eels which normally remain on the 
trackwayat all times} ‘The wheels~designatedi15 
are 'of “the 'us‘ual‘?anged‘ construction, but the 
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wheels 1511 are relatively wide and of non-?ange 
construction so as to permit the unit 10 to pass 
around relatively sharp curves in the trackway 
D. The several units designated by the reference 
characters 12 and 13 are each provided with‘ two 
sets of supporting devices. One set of said sup 
ports includes means for movably supporting the 
units of the apparatus on the trackway whereby 
the apparatus as a whole may be moved over the 
trackway to different locations in the mine. In 
accordance with the generic scope of the present 
invention, the said movable supports may be car 
ried by the conveyer apparatus, or they may be 
separate therefrom, such for example, as a train 
of mine-cars adapted to support the articulated 
units 12 and 13 while they are being transported 
from one location to another. However, in the 
embodiment shown herein, the movable support 
ing means comprises ?anged track-wheels 16 
swingably mounted on each unit 12—-13 and 
adapted to be moved clear of the trackway D 
when the apparatus is supported by the second set 
of supporting devices. The latter set of support 
ing devices consists of a plurality of extensible leg 
members 17 disposed on opposite sides of each of 
said units. The extensible legs 17, when they are 
extended, seat on the floor of the mine at opposite 
sides of the trackway and elevate the framework 
of the conveyer apparatus so as to permit a train 
of mine cars C to be moved beneath and longitu 
dinally of the conveyer structure. It will be ob 
served by inspection of Figs. 1 and 2 of the draw 
ings that the entire train of cars C may be loaded 
with material as they are moved in either direc 
tion beneath the discharge end 18 of the con 
veyer structure. It will also be noted from said 
Figs. 1 and 2 of the drawings that the articulation 
of the several units is such that the apparatus as 
a whole will conform to the contour of the track 
way in a manner to support the conveyer belt in 
a position above the center of the trackway. The 
swingable supporting means and the extensible 
leg supports of the several units of the apparatus 
are preferably controlled simultaneously from a 
central station located on the apparatus so' as 
to facilitate a quick change from one set of sup 
porting members to the other set. 

7 While it is possible to very quickly shift the 
conveyer structurelongitudinally of the track 
way, it is desirable to maintain the structure in 
one location until an entire train of cars are 
loaded or until all of the loose coal ‘has been 
loaded into the cars. In order to accomplish 
this result, the unit 10 is provided with an ex 
tensible feed conveyer 19 which is movably sup 
ported on the unit 10 so that it can be extended 
as shown in Figs; 1 and 2,'when the loading ap 
paratus F has moved forward a distance 
greater than the length of its boom conveyer G. 
The extensible feed conveyer 19 is attached, pref 
erably by means of a. chain 20, to the loading 
apparatus F‘.v By means‘ of said attachment, 
movement of the apparatus F beyond .a prede 
te'rmined distance from the receiving ‘end of the 
unit '10, automatically withdraws the feed ‘con 
veyer 19', thereby affording ‘greater range of 
movement for the loading apparatus IF. Theex 
tensible conveyer 19 is ' automatically moved 
rearwardly when‘the ‘apparatus F moves rear 
iwardly a distance su?i'ci'ent‘t'o engage the for 
ward end of said‘ conveyer. ‘? :- J a 
The conveyer "app‘aratusfma'y . be‘ moved‘v by” 

any‘ suitable means from on‘edocationtoan 
other in a mine. 
employed for‘this purpose‘if desired. a ' 
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‘ Detail description of the conveyer apparatus 

The unit 10 of the apparatus consists of a 
lower frame 21 mounted on the track wheels 
l5—l5a, and an upper frame 22, the latter of 
which supports a hopper ‘structure which ex 
tends the full length of the unit. The side walls - 
23—23 of the hopper are inclined outwardly and 
upwardly so as to direct the material discharged 
therein toward the center of the hopper and to 
also provide sufficient capacity to retain the ma 
terial discharged from the boom conveyer G 
when the operation of the belt 14 is interrupted. 

v For example, when the conveyer belt 14 is halted 
momentarily to prevent the discharge of ma-' 
terial into the space between adjacent cars when 
the cars are moved beneath the discharge end 
18 of the conveyer. The increased capacity. of 
the hopper at the receiving end of the conveyer 
app atus makes it practicable to operate the 

‘ g apparatus F continuously during the 
loading of the entire train of minecars. The 
height of the unit 10 is preferably such that the‘ 
boom conveyer G of the loading apparatus‘ F ' 
maymove freely between the hopper and the 
roof of the mine. This arrangement permits the 
lo apparatus)? to shift its position in ac 
cordance with the location of the loose material 
E without requiring a corresponding change in 
the position, of the conveyer apparatus. - 
The extensible’ conveyer comprises, a ?exible 

belt 2a which is operatively supported on rollers 
25-25a. The-said rollers are mounted at op- > 
posite ends on shafts 26—26a. The said frame 
is movably supported in the hopper of theunit 
19 by means of wheels 27—2'7a, mounted on 
shafts 28 and 26a respectively. .The said wheels 
27—2'Ia operate between the horizontal ?anges 
of channel members 29-29 secured to opposite 
sides of the hopper structure of the unit 10, the 
channel members 29 being slotted as indicated 
at 30 to permit the shafts 23>and 26a to pro 
ject through the side walls 23-23 of the unit 
319. The belt 24 of the extensible feed con 
veyer 19 is driven by means of a chain 31 meshed 
with sprockets 32-3211 on the shafts 26-2611 
respectively. The said chain extends over idler 
sprockets 33—33 and meshes with ea sprocket 
34 on a shaft 35. The shaft 35 is rotated by the 
movement of the ?ight conveyer 1d, the latter 
of which meshes with a sprocket 36 ?xed on the \ 
said shaft 35. . . 

The unit ll comprises a lower frame 36 mount 
ed on track wheels 15, 'and an upper frame 3’? 
which increases in elevation toward the rear end 
of the unit. A section of the conveyer trough 14a 
is supported on the upper frame'member. 
section of the conveyer trough ‘is designated 38 
and is movably connected with the rear end of the 
hopmr structure of the unit 10.1‘The side walls 
at the forward end of the trough section 38 are 
preferably inclined upwardly and outwardly as 
indicated at 39 and overlap the correspondingly 
inclined sides 23-23 of the hopper portion of the 
unit 19. The overlapping side portions designated 
2312-3911 of the adjacent units 10 and 11 .are 
curved outwardly as indicated in Figs. 3 and 6. 
The curvature of the overlapped sides is substan 
Half-P‘ concentric with the vertical axis of articu 

lation between the said units. This arrangement 
permits the units 10 and 11 to assume various 

positions with respect to each other, for 
ample when rounding a curve in the trackway,‘ 
without separating the adjacent ends of the said 

_ side walls; The articulation of units 10 and 11 

3 
include a link member 40 having a vertical pivotal 
axis 41 and a- horizontal pivotal axis 42 so that 
the coupled units have capacity for angular move 
ment both laterally and vertically of each other, 
thereby permitting the apparatus to conform to 
variations in the grade of the track-way as well 
as lateral curvatures thereof. In order to pro 
vide a vertically ?exible connection between the 
bottom portions of the hopper 23 and the adjacent 
trough section 38, a semi-‘circular bottom plate. 
43 is hinged at 44—44 to the bottom of the hopper 
23. The curved margin 44a of the hinged plate 
seats on a ?ange 45 secured to the bottom face 
of the trough section 38, so as to support the 
curved edge of the hinged plate substantially ?ush 
with a correspondingly curved edge of the bottom 
plate 46 of the trough section 38. ' » 
The rear end of the unit 11 is ?exibly connected 

to the ?rst ofa series of units designated 12, by 
means of a coupling link having a vertical and 
a horizontal axis such as described in connection 
with the coupling link 40. The several units 12 
and 13 are also connected together by means of 
the same form of coupling. The said coupling is 
therefore designated in its several locations by the 
same reference character used to‘ describe its con 
struction'v and operation between the units 10 
and 11. 
The several units designated by the reference 

character 12 are preferably identical in construc 
tion. It will be sufficient, therefore, to describe 
one of said units. It will be understood, in this 

95 
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105 

connection, that any desired number of said units > 
'may be employed to give the conveyer apparatus 
the‘ required length. Each of the units 12 com 

‘ prises a body frame 47 on which is supported the 
bottom 48 and side walls 49-49 of a trough sec 
tion 50,,which trough section, or sections, as the 
case may be, together with the hopper 23 and 
trough section. 38, form a single conveyer trough 
14a extending the full length of the apparatus. 
The forward edge of the bottom plate 48 is cut 
away on a radius corresponding to that of the 
curved edge portion 51 of a semi-circular plate 52 
forming a part of the preceding ‘trough section. 
The curved margin of the hinged plate 52 rests on 
a supporting ?ange 54 and is thereby supported. 
?ush with the bottom plate 48 of the next adja— 
cent trough section 50. In so far as the connec 
tion between the ?oor plates of adjacent trough 
sections is concerned, the ?exible ?oor plate con 
struction and the manner in which it is'supported 
?ush with the ?oor plate of the succeeding trough 
section is substantially the same as that shown 
for the jointed connection between hopper 23 and. 
trough section 38. The spaces between the ends 
of the sidewalls 49-49 of adjacent trough sec 
tions 50 are closed by means of yieldable side 
members 55 (shown best in Fig. 12 of the draw 
ingjs). Preferably the yieldable side members 55 
consist of plates hinged at 56 to the side walls of 
one trough section so as to overlap the side walls 
of an adjacent trough section. The said yieldable 
side members are held resiliently against the side 
walls of the adjacent trough section by means of 
springs 5'1. Said springs surround rods 58 con 
nected to outward projections on the side mem 
bers 55. The rods hold the springs in position 
between ?xed abutments at'59 on one trough‘sec 
tion and abutments 60 on the rods. The said rods 
are slidably supported in the abutments 59 so 
that compression of the springs will hold the side 
plates 55 firmly against the side walls of the 
adjacent'trough section. . ' _ _ 
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Each of the said units 12 and 13 are provided 

. with means for supporting the said units mov 
ably on the trackway D. The means referred to 
consist preferably of the track wheels 16 jour 
_naled on stub shafts 61 at the lower end of 
bracket supports 62—62a arranged at opposite 
sides of the unit. The upper end of each of said 
brackets is ?xed to a transverse shaft 63 ex 
tending across the upper frame of the unit. The 
bracket 62 is formed also with an upstanding 
lever arm 64 which is connected by means of -a 
connecting rod 65 with the end of a piston rod 
66. The said rod 66 is connected with a piston 
which reciprocates within a closed cylinder 67. 
The said piston may be operated by any suitable 
pressure medium. In the present apparatus the 
pressure medium for operating the piston and 
consequently raising or lowering the movable 
support for each unit consists of oil under pres 
sure which is directed into one end of each cyl 
inder 67 to swing the supporting brackets 62, 62a 
upwardly and which is directed into the opposite 
ends of the cylinders 67 when the supported 
bracket and wheels 16 are moved into position 
to support the units on the railway track. A more 
detailed description of the hydraulic operating 
mechanism will be described in connection with 
a similar mechanism for operating the extensible 
leg members 1'7. The extensible leg members 
each consist of a cylinder 68 secured rigidly in a 
vertical position to the frame structure of the 
units 12 or 13, as the case may be. The opposite 

1‘ ends of the said cylinder 68 are closed except for 
the opening in the head of the lower end through 
which the extensible portion or rod 69 extends‘. 
The said rod 69 is secured to a piston head 70 
slidably ?tted within the cylinder 68. The ex 
tensible/ portion 69 of each leg is raised by in~ 
troducing ?uid pressure into the lower end of the 
cylinder 68. It is forced downwardly against the 
?oor of the mine so as to elevate the conveyer 
frame by introducing ?uid pressure into the upper 
end of the said cylinder'68. There are preferably 
extensible leg members 17 on opposite sides of 
each of the units 12—13.l Any suitable stop 
means may be provided to limit the movement 
of the piston 70 within their respective cylinders. 
The rod 69, however, has capacity for‘move 
ments of different lengths intermediate‘ its maxi 
mum travel and thereby compensates for any 
variation in the floor level of the mine, the said 
conveyer structure being supported by virtue of 
a uniform pressure in each of the cylinders 68 
regardless of the extent to which the piston 70 
is moved in any one of the said cylinders. ‘In 
other words, the framing and load-carrying 
structure of the conveyer as a whole is supported 
on means which automatically adjusts itself to 
various lengths to meet the conditions encoun-. 
tered in service. 
When the conveyer structure is being moved 

from one location to another in a mine, the ex 
tensible portion 69 of the leg members 17 are, 
retracted as indicated in Fig. 9. In this position 
the swingable supporting members 62--'62a are 
lowered to‘ a'vertical position so that the track 

‘ wheels 16 run'on the trackway D. When the ap 
paratus is transported to the desired location the 
extensible portions 69 of the supports 17 are 
moved downwardly so as to lift the entire struc 
ture upwardly toward the roof of the mine and 
thereby relieve the track wheels 16 of the weight 
of the conveyer structure whereupon the ‘said 
track wheels 16, together with the supporting 
brackets 62-62a are swung upwardly from the 

-hydraulic system is indicated at 71. 
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position shown in dotted lines in Fig. 8 to the 
position shown in full'lines in that ?gure. The 
above operation of the movable and the extensible 
supporting means is obtained by hydraulic pres 
sure mechanism as follows: 
A supply reservoir for the oil employed in the 

Piping 73 
connects the lower portion of said reservoir with 
a pressure pump 72 adapted to be operated by 
any suitable means, for example, a motor 74. 
The said piping 73 leads out of. the pump 72 and 
communicates with a constant pressure line 75. 
The line 75 extends the full length of the several 
conveyer units 12 and 13 and communicates by 
means of branch pipes 76-—76a with the lower 
ends of the cylinders 68 of the extensible sup 
porting members 17. The constant pressure line 
75 is also connected by means of branch pipes 77 
to the ends of the cylinders 67 from which the 
piston rods 66 project. The upper ends of the 
several cylinders 68 are connected by means of 
branch pipes 78, 78a to an intermittent pressure 
line '79 which in turn communicates with a con 
trol valve 80, the latter of which is interposed 
in the pressure lines 79 and 73. The head ends 
81 of the cylinders 6'7 (for operating the swing 
able support) are connected by means of branch 
pipes 82 with an intermittent pressure line 83, 
the latter of which communicates with a control 
valve 84. The valve 84 communicates with the 
constant pressure line 75 by means of a branch 
pipe 73a. Check valves 85 are interposed in the 
line 73 and in the branch pipe 73a between the 
constant pressure line 75 and the valves 80-53% 
so as to permit the oil to flow through the check 
Valves only in the direction indicated by the 
arrows. The valves 86-84 are also connected 
with each other by means of a pipe 86 which, 
together with the branches 87 and 88 provide a 
return or exhaust line to the upper portion of the 
oil reservoir '71. The trunk lines 75, 83 and 79 
are connected between the several units of the 
conveyer structure by means of the flexible con— 
nections designated in the drawings 77a, 83a, and 
79a, respectively, so as to permit the several 
units of the conveyer to assume angular posi 
tions with relation to each other. ' 
The operation of the hydraulic system is as 

follows: Assuming that the parts of both sets 
of supporting devices 16 and 1'7 of the several 
units are in the position indicated in Fig. 9 of 
the drawings and that it is desired to set up 
the conveying apparatus for operation at a pre 
determinal location. The pressure in the con 
stant pressure line '75 maintains the extensible 
portions 69 of the supporting member 17 in the 
retracted position until the valve handle 89 is 
turned to the’ dotted line position causing ?uid 
pressure from the pump 72 to flow through the 
valve 80 into the intermittent pressure line 79 
and on through the branches '78—-78a to the 
larger area of the piston 70 in the cylinders 68. 
By virtue of the difference in area of the opposite 
faces of the pistons 70, the pressure on the larger 
area of the pistons will displace the fluid on the 
opposite side thereof (the smaller area of piston), 
thereby causing it to flow back into the constant 
pressure line 75. The fluid pressure in the con 
stant pressure line, that is to say, that portion of 
the fluid displaced from the cylinders 66, is 
then recirculated through valve 80 into the inter 
mittent pressure line 79. This re-circulation 
of ?uid results from the fluid taking the path of 
least resistance. When the pressure capacity 
in line 79 has’be'en attained, the fluid therein 
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is held invcheck by means of a check valve 85, the 
discharge‘ of ?uid from the pump 72 being then 
by-passed through by-pass valve 91 and pipes 
87a and 88 into the supply reservoir 71. 
After the extensible leg supporting members 69 

have been expelled from the cylinders 68 a suit 
able distance to elevate the conveyer troughs 14a 
to the desired position,‘ the valve levers 89 are 
returned to the full line position thereby cutting 
o? the feed of oil into the intermittent pressure 
line 79 and consequently maintaining the con 
veyer structure at that elevation. The mov 
able supporting members 25 are then swung up 
wardly from the dotted line position shown in 
Fig. 8 to the full line position shown in that 
?gure. This operation is accomplished by turn 
ing the valve lever 92 of the, valve 84 from the 

1 full line position'to the dotted line position shown 
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in. Fig. 14, whereupon the fluid pressuro'is caused 
to flow from the pump 72 through the valve 84 
and into the intermittent pressure line 83, thence 
through'the branch pipes 82 to the large area 
of the pistons 81. This pressure causes the pis 
tons in the several cylinders 67 to force their 
piston rods outwardly and by means of the con 
nection 65 with the crank arms 64 of the brackets 

> 62 rotate the shafts 63 ‘in a direction to swing 
the track wheel supporting brackets 62, 62a 
upwardly to the full line position shown in Fig. 8. 
vBy virtue of the differences in areas of the pis 

ton heads 81 in cylinders 67, the pressure on the 
larger area of the several pistons will displace 
the ?uid on the opposite side thereof, causing 
the ?uid to flow through branches 77 back into 
the constant pressure line 75, from which line 
it is re-circulated through valve 84 into the in 
termittent pressure line, 83, this result being ob 
tained by reason of the ?uid ?owing in the di 
rection of least resistance. When the pressure 
capacity has been attained, the ?uid in the in 
termittent pressure line 83 is held in check by 
means of a check valve 85 and the discharge of 
fluid from pump 72 is again by-passed through 
the by-pass valve 91 and pipes 87a,—.88 into the 
supply reservoir '71. Whenit is desired. to lower -' 
the swingable supporting member, the valve le 
ver 90, of valve 84, is turned from the full line 
position to the dottedline position. In this po 
sition of the valve the pressure from the con— 
stant pressure line 75 acts on the small area of 
pistons 81 in, cylinders 67, causing them to dis 
place the ?uid on the opposite sides of said pis 
tons, thereby forcing the displaced ?uids 
through branches 82 into the intermittent pres 
sure‘ line 83 and on through valve 84 and ex-‘ 
hausted through branches 86, 87 and 88 into the 
supply reservoir 71. Both levers. 90—92 of the 
valve 84 are now returned to the full line posi 
tion. When it is desired to retract the extensi 
ble portion 69 of the cylinders 68, the lever 93 
of valve 80 is turned‘ from the full line position 
to the dotted line position. The pressure from 
the constant pressure line 75 then acts on the 
small area of pistons 70 in the cylinders 68, 
‘causing the said pistons to displace the ?uids 
on the larger areas thereof, thereby forcing such 
?uid through branches 78—78a into the inter 
mittent pressure lines 79 and on through valve 
80, from which it is then exhausted through 
branches 86, 87 and 88 into the “supply reservoir 
71. When the extensible‘portions 69 of the sup 
ports 17 are su?iciently retracted to permit the 
wheel 16 to rest on the rails of the‘vtrackway D, 
the valve levers 89—93 are both returned to the - 
full line position as shown in Fig.1 8. 

5 
.The conveyer belt designated generally by the 

reference character 1 consists preferably of a 
sprocket chain made of link side bars 95—95 
and connecting link members 96-961; for 
?exibly connecting the said side bars of one 80 
link-with corresponding-side bars of an adjacent 
link of the chain. The connecting link members 
96—96a are pivoted on horizontal axes 98 be— 
tween the side bars 95-95 and are pivotally 
connected with each other about a vertical axis 85 
99. This form of articulation of the line provides 
a chain which is ?exible'both laterally and ver 
tically, thereby permitting the chain to assume 
a contour corresponding to any angular ar-v 
rangement assumed by the several units or-sec 
tions of the conveyer structure. The side bar 
members 95-95 are each provided with later 
ally extending ?anges 100 which project beneath 
guide bars 101, 102 secured to the bottom plate 
of each trough section. The said guide bars 95 
10'l—102 serve to hold the chain in the center 
of the trough structure and also prevent it from ' 
being displaced upwardly relative to the ?oor of 
the trough. At'predetermined. locations through 
out the length of the chain certain side bar 100 
members of a link are formed integrally‘ with 
laterally projecting arms or ?ights 103-103. 
Preferably the arms 103 extend from the chain 
to the sidewalls of the conveyer trough ‘and 

90 

form ?ights which engage the material being 105 
handled and move it through the trough to the 
discharge end of the conveyer. The ‘conveyer 
chain extends over the sprocket 36 at the re- 
ceiving end of the apparatus and over a sprock 
et 105 at the discharge end of~the apparatus. 110 
The sprocket 36 is on shaft 35 which is prefer 
ably yieldably supported in guideways 106 by 
meansof compression springs 107 so as to per 
mit the upper run of the conveyer belt to vary 
its eifective length to compensate for any vari 
ation required when the several units of the ap 
paratus are moved at different angular posi 
tions with respect to each other. The lower run. 
of theconveyer belt is supported beneath the 
?oor plate of the several trough sections by 120 
means of supporting and guiding bars 108-—108 
(shown best in Fig. 13) secured to the under 
side of the frame structure of the units 12 and 
13, 10 and 11, respectively. The guide bars on , 
the unit 10 being disposed between and support- 125 
ed by the lower frame 21. The latter guide bars 
are indicated in Fig. 5 by the reference character 

109. 1 The conveyer chain is driven by means of a 
sprocket 110 (Fig. 7) mounted on a shaft 111 
which is journaled in suitable bearings supported 
by the frame structure of the unit 11. The shaft 
111 is provided with a large gear 112 which meshes 
with a pinion 113, the latter of which is mount‘- 135 
ed on a transverse shaft 114.‘ The shaft 114 is 
provided atone end with a largesgear 115 which . 

1301 

.meshes with a pinion 116 on shaft 118. A large 
gear 119 on the shaft 118 meshes with a pinion 

‘ 120 .?xed on the shaft of aimotor 121. Surplus 14o 
slack in the conveyer chain is taken care of by 
means of an idler sprocket 123 on a shaft 124 
which is mounted in bearings 125 slidably sup- ' 
ported in guideways 126 at opposite sides of the 
lower frame 33 of the unit 19. The bearings 125 145' 
are held in suitable adjusted positions by means 
'of a screw 127. The said screw 127 may be ad 
justed to take up any surplus looseness in the 
chain resultingvfrom stretch of'the link members 
or wear of the pivotal connections. 150' 
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Summary of operation 

The conveyer structure being made up of a 
plurality of articulated units having trough sec 
tions which ?exibly connect the trough section 
of an adjacent unit, may be set up for operation 
above amine trackway so that the cars to be 
loaded may‘ be positioned beneath the conveyer 
structure.- When the conveyer structure is moved 
to a location for operation, the extensible sup 
porting means 17 are ?rst operated so as to lift 
the conveyer units 12 and‘ 13 relative to the track 
way and bring their respective trough sections 
into substantial alignment with the upper end of 
the trough section of the unit 11. When the 
frame structure of the units 12 and 13 have been 
elevated to a suitable height, pressure is intro 
duced into cylinders 67 to force the piston there 
in‘ toward the forward end of the cylinder. This 
movement of the said piston, by reason of its 
connection through the links 65 to the crank arm 
64 of one of the wheel supporting brackets 62, 
rocks the shaft 63 so as to swing the wheels 16 
and the brackets 62, 62a of each unit upwardly 
to a position substantially horizontal with re 
spect to the framing of the unit. When the mov 
able supporting members have been swung to 
their upward position as above described, a train 
of cars can be moved, by means of 'the locomo 
tive 130 beneath the conveyer structure. The 
material to be handled ‘is delivered onto the hop 
per end of the apparatus by means of the me 
chanical loader device F and is conveyed by means 
of the conveyer belt 14 to the discharge end 18 
of the apparatus at which point it is delivered 
into the cars C of the train. When the load 
ing device moves a predetermined distance from 
the unit 10, the chain connection 20 between the 
apparatus F and the extensible feed conveyer 1Q 
moves the conveyer 19 outwardly, as shown in 
Fig. 2; In such case the coal is received by the 
extensible conveyer. ' The loading operation may 
be carried on_,while the train of cars is being 
moved beneath the conveyer structure or while 
the cars are being withdrawn therefrom. When 
any of the spaces'between thecars pass beneath 
the discharge end 18 of the conveyer, a suitable I 
control for the motor 121 is operated to interrupt 
the forward movement of the conveyer chain un— 
til another car C comes into position beneath the 
said discharge end of the conveyer. During this 
period of interruption in the operation of the ‘con 
veyer, the loading mechanism F may continue its 
loading operation since the hopper construction _. 
of the trough section on the unit 10' is of su?i»v 
cient capacity to take care of the amount 01 
material discharged therein during the normal 
interruptions in the operation of the conveyer 
belt. ‘ 

We claim: . 

1. A portable conveyer apparatus for loading 
cars comprising an endless belt and means for 
supporting the same above and longitudinally of 
a railway track comprising a plurality of belt 
supporting units adapted to be connected one 
with another provided with retractible support 
ing means for movably supporting said units on 
said railway track and provided also with legs dis 
posed on opposite sides of the railway track where 
by a trainvof cars may be positioned beneath and 
longitudinally of said belt. 

2. A ‘portable conveyenapparatus for loading 
cars comprising an endless belt and vmeans for 
supporting the same above and longitudinally of 
a railway track comprising a plurality of belt ‘ 
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supporting units adapted to be connected one 
with another provided with retractible supporting 
means for movably supporting said units on said 
railway track and provided also with extensible 
legs disposed on opposite sides of the railway track 
and adapted to elevate the belt with relation-to 
said track whereby a train of cars may be posi 
tioned beneath and longitudinally of said belt. 

3. A portable conveyer apparatus for loading 
cars comprising an endless belt composed of a 
plurality of articulated units provided with ex 
tensible legs disposed on opposite sides of the 
railway track and adapted to elevate the belt 
with relation to said track, retractible supporting 
means for movably supporting said units on the 
railway track and adapted upon the elevation of 
the belt to move to a position whereby a train of 
cars may be positioned beneath and longitudi 
nally of said belt. 

4. A portable conveyer for loading cars com 
prising, in combination, a frame structure com 
posed of a plurality of articulated units, means 
supported by said units for conveying material 
lengthwise of the structure, means for movably 
supporting said units on a railway track whereby 
they may be moved to different locations, means 
disposed at opposite sides of the track for sup 
porting the said frame structure above and 
lengthwise of the track; said means for movably 
supporting said units being adapted to be moved 
to a position to permit a train of cars to be posi-g 
tioned beneath and lengthwise of said frame 
structure. 

5. A portable conveyer for loading cars com 
prising a conveyer trough composed of a plurality 
of articulated sections, a flexible belt member 
movable through said conveyer trough, means for 
movably supporting said sections on‘airailway 
track, and means for supporting said trough sec 
tions in a stationary position above and longitu 
dinally of the track comprising extensible. leg 
members disposed at opposite sides of the track; 
said means for movably supporting said trough 
sections being adapted to be moved to a position 
to permit a train of cars to be moved beneath 
and longitudinally of said articulated units. 

6. A portable conveyer for loading cars com 
prising a conveyer trough composed of a plu-‘~ 
rality of articulated sections, a ?exible belt mem-: 
ber movable through said conveyer trough, means 
for supporting said units in a stationary posi 
tion above a railway track, and means for mov 
ably supporting said units on said track compris 
ing members movably attached to the said units 
and adapted, when the conveyer trough is sup 
ported in a stationary position above said track, 
to be moved to a position to permit a train of 
cars to be positioned beneath and longitudinally 
of said conveyer trough. . 

'7. A portable conveyer for loading cars com 
prising a conveyer trough composed of a plu 
rality of articulated sections, a ?exible belt mem 
ber movable through said conveyer trough, means 
for supporting said units in a stationary position 
above a railway track, and means for movably 
supporting said units on said track comprising 
members swingably mounted on the said units 
andadapted, when the conveyer trough is sup 
ported in a stationary position above said track, 
to be moved to a position to permit a train of 
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cars to be positioned beneath and longitudinally ‘ 
of said conveyer trough. i 

8. A portable conveyer for loading cars com 
prising a conveyer trough composed of a plu 
rality of articulated sections, a ?exible belt mem 
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ber movable through said conveyer trough, means 
for supporting said units in a stationary position 
above a railway track, and means for movably 
supporting said units on said track comprising 
track-wheels and supporting arms therefor 
swingably mounted on said trough units and 
adapted, when the said trough units are sup 
ported in said stationary position, to swing up 
wardly into a position longitudinally of the track, 
whereby a train of cars may bepositioned be 
neath and longitudinally of said conveyer trough. 

9. A portable conveyer for loading cars com 
prising a conveyer trough composed of a plu 
rality of articulated sections, a ?exible belt mem 
ber movable through said conveyer trough, track 
wheels for movably supporting said units on a 
railway track, extensible leg supports disposed 
at opposite sides of the track and adapted when 
extended to elevate the trough sections and sup 
port them in a stationary position above said 
track, and means for moving said track wheels to 
a position to permit a train of cars to be posi 
tioned beneath said conveyer trough. , 

10. A portable conveyer for loading cars com- ' 
prising a conveyer trough composed of a plu 
rality of articulated sections. a flexible belt mem 
ber movable through said conveyer trough, track 
wheels for movably supporting said units on a 
railway track, extensible leg supports disposed 
at opposite sides of the track and adapted when 
extended to elevate the trough sections and sup 
port them in a stationary position above said 
track, means for operating said extensible leg 
supports, and means for moving said track wheels 
to a position to permit a train of cars to be posi 
tioned beneath said conveyer trough. 

11. A portable conveyer for loading cars 
comprising a conveyer trough composed of a 
plurality of articulated sections, a ?exible belt' 
member movable through said conveyer trough, 
track Wheels for movably supporting said trough 
section on a railway track, extensible leg supports 
disposed atopposite sides of the track and adapt 
ed when extended to elevate said trough sections 
and support them in a stationary position above 
said track, hydraulic pressure means for oper 
ating said extensible leg supports to maintain the 
said conveyer trough in its elevated position, and 
means for moving and supporting said track 
wheels clear of the space beneath the conveyer 
trough section, whereby a train of cars may be 
moved beneath said conveyer trough. 

7 
12. A portable conveyer for loading cars com 

prising a conveyer trough-composed of a plurality 
of articulated sections,‘ a link belt extending 
through said trough comprising link members ar 
ticulated on vertical and horizontal axes and 
?ight arms projecting laterally from the link belt 
for engaging the material in the trough, guiding 
.means for maintaining the conveyer belt in a 
centralized position in said trough, and retract 
ible means carried by said articulated sections 
for movably supporting said trough sections on a 
railway track, and means for supporting said sec 
tions in a stationary position above and longi 
tudinally of said trackway. , _ 

13. A portable conveyer for loading‘ cars com 
prisinga conveyer trough composed of a plurality 
of articulated trough sections, a ?exible belt 
member movable through said conveyer trough 
comprising a link belt made up of link members 
articulated on vertical and horizontal axes, and 
?ight arms secured to said'links and extending 
laterally of the belt, guide members secured to 
the trough bottom and overlapping portions of 
the link belt to hold it from movement away from 
the trough bottom, means for movably support 
ing said trough sections on a railway track, 
means for elevating and supporting said trough 
sections and said movable supporting means 
above said track to provide unobstructed passage 
ways beneath the said trough sections, whereby a 
‘train of cars to be loaded may be positioned be 
neath and longitudinally of the conveyer struc 
ture. . 

14. Apparatus for loading mine cars compris 
ing in combination a conveyer structure adapted 
to be supported in a ?xed positionabove a railway 
track, a forwarding conveyer belt operating lon 
gitudinally of said structure, means movable with 
relation to the said conveyer structure for collect 
ing material from the ?oor of the mine and de 
livering said material onto the receiving end of 
said conveyer structure, a belt conveyer movably 
supported at the receiving end of said conveyer 
structure for feeding material-onto the forward. 
ing conveyer and adapted to be extended to re 
ceive material from said movable collecting 
means, and means operatively connecting said ex 

_ tensible feed conveyer with means for operating 
said forwarding conveyer belt. . 

JOHN A. GARCIA. 
SAMUEL M. CASSIDY. 
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